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Abstract 
This paper presents a novel perspective on socio-technical change management that 
extends the basic Change Management Process Model to a novel Critical Realist 
Methodological Framework. The design of an Instructional Systems Development 
Model is presented that explores various environmental and training imperatives. It 
explores a range of project and research management considerations in the 
development of an instructional system that promotes intra-sector career mobility of 
workers/trainees. The environment is complex and involves a variety of stakeholders 
and role players, including - development agencies, employers, labour unions, the 
relevant SETA (sector training authority), government, training providers, and workers 
as a collective. The roles of stakeholders in providing facilitation to the project goal are 
separately and collectively interrogated within a systems context. This study aims to 
provide a coherent framework for addressing the cultural, structural, political and 
interpersonal issues that might impact the efficacious delivery of a solution. The focus 
of the project management strategy, as always, is to achieve effective and efficient 
implementation of the project. The research management effort aims to establish a 
platform for creative and pragmatic engagement of the environment and to achieve an 
efficacious and generalized solution.  

Keywords: Socio-technical Systems, Change Process Model, Critical Realism. 

1. Introduction 
This paper explores a range of project and research management considerations in the 
development of an instructional system that promotes intra-sector career mobility of 
workers/trainees. 
The environment is complex and involves a variety of stakeholders and role players, 
including - development agencies, employers, labour unions, the relevant SETA (sector 
training authority), government, training providers, and workers as a collective. The 
roles of stakeholders in providing facilitation to the project goal are separately and 
collectively interrogated within a systems context. 
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This study aims to provide a coherent framework for addressing the cultural, structural, 
political and interpersonal issues that might impact the efficacious delivery of a 
solution. The focus of the project management strategy, as always, is to achieve 
effective and efficient implementation of the project. The research management effort 
aims to establish a platform for creative and pragmatic engagement of the environment 
and to achieve an efficacious and generalise-able solution. 
The study seeks to elucidate a wide range of issues pertaining to the career mobility of 
workers within a particular employment sector. The key environmental issues that are 
addressed include - organisational development and change; career development; on-
the-job training; basic workplace skills; computer literacy and computer skills training; 
information resources; and the efficacy of business-education partnerships. 
The environment is presented as a socio-technical system. The research is focussed on 
revealing the merits of a proposed “linking system” that connects the technical and 
social systems environments. The research is underpinned by a Critical Realist 
philosophy of science. In Critical Realist terms the “linking system” is the Generative 
Mechanisms or Causal Powers that explain empirical experiences in the environment. 
This study is about establishing a framework for a proposed socio-technical 
intervention. An exploratory methodological approach was therefore adopted for this 
study. The central aim of the research effort was to gain insight into the relevant body of 
knowledge, the community of practice, and to uncover best practices. 
The situational analysis and the framework for the proposed socio-technical intervention 
aimed at the development of an instructional system that promotes intra-sector career 
mobility of workers/trainees are presented in two parts, namely – (1) the project 
environments, and (2) the research environment. 

2. The Project Environment 
The discussion on the project environment is introduced by noting some salient 
environmental considerations that could impact the attainment of a programmatic 
solution. Next we provide clarification of the “linking system” concept that is central to 
the understanding of the basic socio-technical systems model. The Change Process 
Model is then introduced which sets the scene for the Instructional Systems 
Development Model. 

2.1. Salient Environmental Considerations 
This section introduces some salient environmental considerations based on a review of 
the extant literature [1], as illustrated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Salient Environmental Considerations. 
Organisational 
Development & 
Change 

OD&C has the underlying purpose of improving the way the organisation functions. At one 
level it has the goal of changing the productivity of the organisation – the business 
imperative. Another, more progressive view, is that OD&C is also about transforming the 
social environment of business which it is argued will in turn positively impact the business 
imperative. 
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Career Development The effective management and development of an organisation’s workforce has received 
increasingly more attention in light of the emerging and rapidly changing and complex global 
marketplace. Technology, customer service, expanding global markets, changing workforce 
values, and the skills gap places increasing demands on employee capabilities. This has 
contributed to a dramatic change in how people manage and control careers. 

On-the-job Training On-the-job training involves assigning a trainee to work with a more experienced employee, 
either a supervisor or peer, to learn specific tasks in the actual workplace. The experienced 
employee normally demonstrates and discusses new areas of knowledge and skills and then 
provides opportunities for practice and feedback. 

Basic Workplace 
Skills 

Performing job tasks requires specific workplace applications of basic skills. Competent 
employees must be able to demonstrate basic communication, job reading (policy, procedure 
and information literacy), and mathematical skills. They must also be able to use higher-level 
thinking strategies to solve problems. 

Computer Literacy 
and Computer Skills 
Training 

Computer literacy is defined as the knowledge and ability to use computers and related 
technology efficiently, with a range of skills covering levels from elementary use to 
programming and advanced problem solving. Computer literacy can also refer to the comfort 
level someone has with using computer programs and other applications that are associated 
with computers.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Information 
Resources 

The availability of information resources is essential for sustaining a functional and 
competitive work environment. There are two distinct challenges, namely – awareness of new 
and changing information to support job functions; and awareness of business and technology 
trends in the industry or employment sector. 

Business-Education 
Partnerships 

A business–education partnership is involvement between the education sector and business-
industry, unions, government, and development agencies. Business-education partnerships 
serve business and industry by providing activities such as in-service training to employees, 
use of facilities, development or marketing research; and to enrich the educational process 
through the talents and ideas of the personnel of participating businesses. 

 

2.2. Basic Socio-technical System 
Any organisation is comprised of three basic components [2], namely – the technical 
component, the linking component, and the social component, as shown in Figure 1. 
These three major systems must interface and function efficiently and coherently for the 
organisation to accomplish its objectives.  
 

 
Figure 1. Basic Socio-technical System. 

 
The technical system comprises factors such as the physical facility – equipment and 
materials; the business system – computer hardware and software; and the physical 
environment in general. The social system comprises the individuals within the 
organisation, the subgroups within the organisation, the informal organisation, 
interpersonal relationships, and the personal needs and aspirations of each individual. 
The linking system is made up of the leadership of the organisation, the procedures and 
practices and policy, the organisational structure and any factors needed to combine the 
technical system with the social system in order to achieve the objectives of the 
organisation. This approach to organisational analysis is a simple way of characterising 
the factors which must be taken into consideration when one analyses how a particular 
organisation functions. The model provides a convenient way for going to the source of 
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the problem or thinking about change. It is proposed that the model is useful for 
assuring that systems diagnosis is done in an orderly manner and to communicate 
clearly and concisely about change. 

2.3. Basic Change Process Model 
The Basic Change Process Model [2] is illustrated in Figure 2. In “Stage 1” we have 
identified separate segments of change associated with assessing the need for change 
and selling change goals within the organisation. The steps involve conducting a 
preliminary scan of the organisation to generate a problem or hypothesis statement 
which results in a series of questions to be answered for a particular problem or change 
objective to be accomplished. 
“Stage 2” attempts to understand the hypothesis and problems within the organisation 
such that there is reasonable assurance that the correct targets have been identified and 
the problem clearly defined to avoid errors in the implementation of the intervention. 
This stage involves sourcing information within the organisation; determining where the 
needed information is located; developing methods of obtaining and actually collecting 
the needed information; processing and analysing the data; and designing a feedback 
process for explaining the data. 
 

 
Figure 2. Basic Change Process Model. 

 
“Stage 3” involves design of a change strategy to bring about the desired adjustments 
and changes within the organisation. The steps involved are - preparation of the change 
goal which is focussed towards changing behaviours and practices; development of an 
action plan; testing the action plan; and implementing the action. 
“Stage 4” involves reinforcement and evaluation of the change. In this stage the change 
agent is required to develop reinforcing mechanisms and also to develop evaluation 
methods. The purpose of the evaluation is to assess the degree to which the change 
strategy has actually brought about the desired change.  
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2.4. Instructional Systems Development Model 
The major theme of the Instructional Systems Development Model (ISDM) [3], as 
illustrated in Figure 3, can be summed up in the view that “training alone does not solve 
performance problems”. Almost all problems faced by organisations are 
multidimensional. They are rooted in more than one cause or barrier, and training may 
or may not be part of the solution. What is most distinctive about the ISDM is that 
evaluation and change concerns are addressed explicitly at each stage. At each stage of 
the model, the instructional designer uses different methods to evaluate activities and 
outputs. These evaluation activities provide quality assurance throughout the process. 
Figure 3 presents the Instructional Systems Development Model. 
 

 
Figure 3. Instructional Systems Development Model. 

 
The resolution of problems and the actualising of business opportunities by their very 
nature mean change. Thus managing change is critical to programme success. There are 
important change management tasks to address at each stage of the model, as there are 
for evaluation. Support and resources are necessary to address the non-training or 
environmental aspects of the business intervention. As instructional development 
proceeds, so do the process to diagnose and find solutions to the environmental needs. 
Ideally, these training and environmental activities take place in parallel and are 
coordinated and articulated. Changes will be required in the workplace to facilitate the 
needs of trainees. There must be preparation to facilitate the transfer and application of 
new knowledge and skills. 

3. The Research Environment 
The discussion on the research environment is introduced by discussing the typical 
Design Science Research process elements. A basic overview of Critical Realism as a 
philosophy of science and its methodological aspects are presented next. Finally, a 
generalised Critical Realist Methodological Framework (CRMF) for socio-technical 
studies is presented. The CRMF represents the main contribution of this study. 
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3.1. Design Science Research 
Design Science Research (DSR) is an outcome based information technology research 
methodology, which offers specific guidelines for evaluation and iteration within 
research projects. Hevner et al. have presented a set of guidelines for design science 
research within the discipline of Information Systems [4]. Design science research 
requires the creation of an innovative, purposeful artefact for a special problem domain. 
The artefact must be evaluated in order to ensure its utility for the specified problem. In 
order to form a novel research contribution, the artefact must either solve a problem that 
has not yet been solved, or provide a more effective solution. Both the construction and 
evaluation of the artefact must be done rigorously, and the results of the research 
presented effectively both to technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences. 
Peffers [5] proposes an activities framework or process model consisting of six 
activities that could be applied in a nominal sequence towards realising DSR artefacts, 
as detailed in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Common DSR Process Elements. 
Problem 
identification and 
motivation 

Define the specific research problem and justify the value of a solution. Since the problem 
definition will be used to develop an artefact that can effectively provide a solution, it may be 
useful to atomise the problem conceptually so that the solution can capture its complexity. 
Justifying the value of a solution accomplishes two things: it motivates the researcher and the 
audience of the research to pursue the solution and to accept the results and it helps to 
understand the reasoning associated with the researcher’s understanding of the problem. 
Resources required for this activity include knowledge of the state of the problem and the 
importance of its solution. 

Define the 
objectives for a 
solution 

Infer the objectives of a solution from the problem definition and knowledge of what is 
possible and feasible. The objectives can be quantitative, e.g., terms in which a desirable 
solution would be better than current ones, or qualitative, e.g., a description of how a new 
artefact is expected to support solutions to problems not hitherto addressed. The objectives 
should be inferred rationally from the problem specification. Resources required for this 
include knowledge of the state of problems and current solutions, if any, and their efficacy. 

Design and 
development 

Create the artefact. Such artefacts are potentially constructs, models, methods, or instantiations 
(each defined broadly) or “new properties of technical, social, and/or informational 
resources”. Conceptually, a design research artefact can be any designed object in which a 
research contribution is embedded in the design. This activity includes determining the 
artefact’s desired functionality and its architecture and then creating the actual artefact. 
Resources required moving from objectives to design and development include knowledge of 
theory that can be brought to bear a solution. 

Demonstration Demonstrate the use of the artefact to solve one or more instances of the problem. This could 
involve its use in experimentation, simulation, case study, proof, or other appropriate activity. 
Resources required for the demonstration include effective knowledge of how to use the 
artefact to solve the problem. 

Evaluation Observe and measure how well the artefact supports a solution to the problem. This activity 
involves comparing the objectives of a solution to actual observed results from use of the 
artefact in the demonstration. It requires knowledge of relevant metrics and analysis 
techniques. Depending on the nature of the problem venue and the artefact, evaluation could 
take many forms. It could include such items as a comparison of the artefact’s functionality 
with the solution objectives from activity two above, objective quantitative performance 
measures, such as budgets or items produced, the results of satisfaction surveys, client 
feedback, or simulations. It could include quantifiable measures of system performance, such 
as response time or availability. Conceptually, such evaluation could include any appropriate 
empirical evidence or logical proof. 
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Communication Communicate the problem and its importance, the artefact, its utility and novelty, the rigor of 
its design, and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant audiences, such as practicing 
professionals, when appropriate. In scholarly research publications, researchers might use the 
structure of this process to structure the paper, just as the nominal structure of an empirical 
research process (problem definition, literature review, hypothesis development, data 
collection, analysis, results, discussion, and conclusion) is a common structure for empirical 
research papers. Communication requires knowledge of the disciplinary culture. 

 

3.2. Critical Realism 
What is Critical Realism? It is a philosophy of science. Philosophy is the "belief 
system" that declares one's broad understanding of life or existence or reality. Science is 
a systematic approach towards achieving detailed understanding and explanation of 
such aspects of reality that we are interested in. 
Bhaskar [6] proposes that there are three domains of reality that explain the philosophy 
of Critical Realism. There is an Empirical Domain where events are experienced either 
directly or indirectly by an observer or participant. There is an Actual Domain where 
events happen whether we experience them or not, referred to as factual events, and is 
synonymous with the world as we know it. There is a Real Domain which hosts the 
Generative Mechanisms and powers that produce events in the world. 
Figure 4 (below) illustrates the key pillars of Critical Realism: 
 

 
Figure 4. Critical Realism Concept Diagram. 

 
Critical Realism is a philosophy of science that recognises both objective and 
interpretive perceptions of reality and is in fact premised on the notion of the existence 
of a structured real world where knowledge is socially produced. The Real Domain is 
considered to host the Generative Mechanisms that create “reality” in the real world or 
Actual Domain. The Actual Domain is where events happen whether we experience 
them or not, referred to as factual events, and is synonymous with the world as we know 
it. 
Within the philosophy of Critical Realism, experiences are considered to take place in 
the Empirical Domain. The causal mechanisms are the structures that explain outcomes 
resulting from actions within a given context in the Empirical Domain. The Generative 
Mechanisms within a “social setting” could be thought of as the “social forces acting 
within the social structures” to deliver social experiences from which knowledge is 
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constructed. These forces are referred to as the Generative Mechanisms or Causal 
Powers that emanate from the Real Domain and cause effects in the Actual and 
Empirical Domains, which collectively defines Critical Realist ontology or conception 
of reality. The latter aspect is of crucial importance to understanding the data gathering 
and information creating processes from a critical realist epistemological stance. When 
respondents are making submissions during data gathering events, they are conveying 
their personal constructions of reality. The researcher when operating in the 
environment develops his own version of reality. 
Danermark et al [7] venture seven guiding principles for evolving a methodological 
framework for deploying a critical realist methodological approach, namely (1) that the 
research should produce generalise-able claims, (2) that the research should reveal the 
Generative Mechanisms that explain social phenomena or outcomes, (3) that  the 
Generative Mechanisms be uncovered by applying various logic and reasoning 
strategies as explained in Table 4 (below), (4) that the research be guided by theory, (5) 
that research could involve a range of methodological tools, (6) that the research should 
not be categorised as either quantitative or qualitative but rather critical and open-ended 
with respect to data gathering, and (7) that the research cannot predict but can support 
informed discussions about the potential consequences of the mechanisms. 
Table 3 details the Logic Strategies. 
 

Table 3. Logic Strategies. 
Abductive 
Logic 

Abductive reasoning is indicated when a researcher considers of a set of seemingly unrelated data 
and uses only intuition to suggest that they are somehow connected [8]. Abductive reasoning 
appears to be the basis for the creation of all new ideas. Example: While participating in a focus 
group session, a researcher might observe a degree of internal conflict amongst participants, and 
then decides to investigate community cohesion as a performance aspect. 

Inductive 
Logic 

Inductive reasoning is indicated when a researcher draws inferences from observations in order to 
make generalisations, and draws from observations to derive a general rule. With Inductive 
reasoning however there is a possibility that the conclusion might be false even where all of the 
premises are true [9]. Example: A researcher establishes that all the interviews conducted thus far 
indicate support for traditional leadership, concludes that traditional leadership is supported by the 
community. 

Deductive 
Logic 

Deductive reasoning is indicated when a researcher attempts to show that a conclusion necessarily 
follows from a set of premises. A deductive argument is valid and true if the conclusion follows 
from the premises and the premises are true. Example: Computer technology is generally the domain 
of the younger generation. When ICT is deployed within rural communities, it would be the younger 
generation who is most likely to support it. 

Retroductive 
Logic 

Retroductive reasoning is indicated when the mode of inference in which events are explained by 
hypothesis and identifying mechanisms which are capable of producing them [8]. Retroductive 
reasoning, more simply stated, occurs when one makes an assumption for the purpose of explaining 
what already is known (common course). Example: It is postulated that ICT adoption is directly 
related to the levels of ICT knowledge and experience resulting from training and application 
opportunities that is available to a community. 

 
The word “critical” in the term “Critical Realism” can have many meanings: 
First, there is the original word “transcendental”, which was later replaced by “critical”. 
“Transcendental realism” signifies an ontology transcending the empirical level; we 
described this ontology earlier using the concept of domains. In this sense, “critical” can 
be seen as expressing a critique of “flat” empiricism. 
The second meaning of “critical” - and this is how Bhaskar originally used the concept - 
is when a common philosophy is applied to social science. Critical Realism is critical of 
the conflation of structure and agency - a conflation that it tries to transcend by means 
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of a transformational model. Further, it criticises a tendency to either individualise 
explanations - methodological individualism - or “sociologies” explanations - that is, to 
reduce or totally obliterate the individual for the benefit of the collective or the 
structure. 
The third meaning of “critical” stresses the limited possibilities of science. Critical 
Realism is critical to Universalist claims to truth, which are often made in positivist 
social science. By stressing the transitive dimension, these emphasise the social 
character of science. 
Fourth, “critical” can be associated with the original term for the application of 
transcendental realism to social science: “critical naturalism”. When we lay bare the 
Generative Mechanisms at the social level, we thereby also explain social phenomena in 
terms of social causes. These are produced by people and can thus be changed by 
people. Relations of dominance and power can easily be seen. There is a great potential 
for social criticism here. Thus social problems do not originate in, for instance, 
biological or psychological factors, but in social ones. From this perspective sexual 
suppression as a phenomenon in society cannot be explained by reference to, for 
example, biological nature, but by social conditions, like patriarchal structure. Another 
current example is unemployment. The causes of this phenomenon are to be found at 
the social level, not at the individual psychological level. The emancipatory traits of 
Critical Realism are strongly emphasised. 
Fifth, and finally, we may point to another, similar meaning for “critical”. Reasoning on 
the lines of Critical Realism, we often surpass everyday thinking. Such reasoning is 
often rational and understandable from an individual perspective, but nevertheless it is 
often mixed up with myths, illusions and pure ignorance. When this is revealed or 
removed through scientific practice, and when what was earlier taken for granted now 
appear to be produced by social processes and conventions, opportunities for critical 
reflection are created. 

3.3. Critical Theory 
The mixed or multi methods critical realist research approach demands a critical lens for 
the gathering and analysis of qualitative data. Critical theory deals with the phenomenon 
of power relations within social settings that is premised on the notion of hegemony, 
which recognises a struggle in which the powerful win the consent of those who are 
oppressed, with the oppressed unknowingly participating in their own oppression in 
order to maintain the status quo [10]. 
The critical theoretical perspective that underpins this study is derived mainly from Gall 
et al [11] who propose a strategy for engendering a critical perspective that provides a 
coherent framework for the contextualisation, critique and analysis of social experience. 
They propose the application of seven basic assumptions that acknowledges the 
prevalence of specific social relational dynamics with and within the target community, 
namely (1) the manifestation of privilege and oppression or non-privilege; (2) the 
potentially multifaceted nature of oppression; (3) the role of language in establishing 
awareness; (4) the biased inscription of experience into discourse; (5) the mediation of 
individual perspectives through social and historical power relations; (6) the ideological 
inscription of truth; and (7) the problem of instrumental rationality. 
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Each of the aforementioned assumptions of criticality should be considered in relation 
to data gathering and analysis practice within the data gathering methods of this study to 
ensure that such practices are consistent with the broad traditions of critical theory. In 
the context of this study, critical theory informs the engagement process towards 
uncovering the bona fide conditions and aspirations of individuals and the community. 
The prevailing socio-political conditions or landscape needs to be understood with 
regards to the power relations that define privilege and oppression. Critical theory 
“seeks to disclose the true interests of groups and individuals”, and promote the 
emancipation of the oppressed or non-privileged [11]. It is therefore of paramount 
importance that a context be created where non-privileged groups have freedom to give 
expression to their aspirations and potential to engage opportunities. 
The next consideration in engendering criticality in deploying the methods towards 
understanding the prevailing socio-political conditions, relates to the potentially 
multifaceted nature of oppression which demands that the researcher be vigilant in 
exploring any potential manifestation of oppression and its relation to other (more 
dominant) forms of oppression. The ability to effectively combat oppression is 
contingent on having comprehensive understanding of these conditions. 
Language is generally key to the formulation of awareness, but even more so in a cross-
cultural environment. Different forms of discourse which are formally and informally 
established are involved in shaping the conscious and unconscious experiences and 
consequently the awareness of individuals and the community; and language usage or 
“voice” of the discourse often is an expression of dominance or oppression [11]. 
Submissions of individual and community perspectives during exchanges between the 
research and community could therefore contain more than just mere literal content, and 
it is imperative that the researcher (and/or translator/interpreter) should be sensitive to 
nuances in language usage to potentially uncover a broader formulation of what is being 
conveyed. 
The inscription of experience into discourse is biased by context and perspective where 
the actors within the discourse will ascribe meaning based on their own distinctive 
worldviews. Critical theory proposes that the discourse has no definite meaning and 
could yield multiple, even contradictory interpretations. It is therefore incumbent on the 
researcher to deconstruct the discourse and extract value with due consideration of the 
influences of hegemony, popular culture, and other aspects, including those referred to 
above. 
“All thought is fundamentally mediated by power relations that are socially and 
historically constituted” [11]. In the context of this study, this assumption implies that 
the beliefs and perspectives of participants as communicated when making submission 
are affected by their experiences with power relations – both outside and within the 
study; and that it is fundamental to who they are. The researcher should be aware that 
there are inherent social and historical biases that probably will persist despite attempts 
at structuring a social environment for the study that appears to be conducive to open 
exchange. 
The critical theoretical assumption relating to the ideological inscription of truth refers 
to the notions that the pursuit of truth within qualitative research is value-referenced and 
not value-free; and that extant systems invariably favour the endeavours of the 
privileged or dominant groups over the non-privileged or oppressed groups. A critical 
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approach when conducting social inquiry therefore attempts to level the playing field by 
promoting the emancipation of the non-privileged. 
Critical theory highlights the problem of instrumental rationality and cautions against 
the over-emphasis of technological determinism (the means) over the outcomes of 
social intervention (the ends). It is important that the researcher does not overly promote 
a particular agenda, but rather remain open to the aspirations of the community and the 
emancipation of the non-privileged. 

3.4. Critical Realist Methodological Framework 
The Critical Realist Methodological Framework, as presented in Figure 5, is designed to 
support both theory-to-practice (inductive) and practice-to-theory (deductive) research 
and/or project management approaches. The framework is aligned to the basic tenets of 
Critical Realism and therefore supports the notions of a structured real world, the social 
production of knowledge and the pursuit or uncovering of the Generative Mechanisms 
that explain empirical experiences. 
 

 
Figure 5. Critical Realist Methodological Framework. 
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The socio-technical environment of the socio-technical change management process is 
pragmatically interrogated within the three domains of Critical Realism. Culture is 
interrogated as the salient aspect of the Real Domain; structure is analysed as the salient 
aspect of the Actual Domain; and agency is evaluated as the salient aspect of the 
Empirical Domain. It is argued that the efficacy of the “linking system” is contingent on 
the merits of the proposed socio-technical remedy and specifically the social aspects. 
The model features four discrete areas of engagement, namely – (1) the project 
environment, (2) the research methodology, (3) the conceptual space, and (4) the 
academic effects. The analytical linkage between the project environment and the 
research methodology are the processes of “morphogenesis” and “hegemony”. The 
concept of morphogenesis underscores the intent of the socio-technical intervention to 
bring about change in the environment. The concept of hegemony has been elucidated 
in the presentation of Critical Theory. Interrogation of culture, structure and agency are 
conducted within the so-called “conceptual space”. The analytical linkage between the 
research methodology and the conceptual space are the data-processes that are defined 
by the information management cycle and the critical analysis that is applied to the data. 
Academic effects result from the application of science, logical reasoning strategies, and 
creativity. These processes are designed to uncover the Generative Mechanisms or 
Causal Powers that explain empirical experience. The project environment and the 
academic effects domain are enriched by design and practice respectively as emanating 
from the other domain. The practical application and value of the Critical Realist 
Methodological Framework will be demonstrated within the proposed socio-technical 
intervention. 

Conclusion 
This working paper advances understanding of the socio-technical change management 
process and presents a coherent framework for implementing practical critical realist 
research. The Critical Realist Methodological Framework has the potential to become a 
reference model for socio-technical change management projects and Critical Realist 
research. Many of the theoretical concepts however need to be further evolved through 
application. 
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